Design of multifunctional nanomedical systems.
Multifunctional nanoparticles hold great promise for drug/gene delivery and simultaneous diagnostics and therapeutics ("theragnostics") including use of core materials that provide in vivo imaging and opportunities for externally modulated therapeutic interventions. Multilayered nanoparticles can act as nanomedical systems with on-board molecular programming done through the chemistry of highly specialized layers to accomplish complex and potentially decision-making tasks. The targeting process itself is a multi-step process consisting of initial cell recognition through cell surface receptors, cell entry through the membrane in a manner to prevent undesired alterations of the nanomedical system, re-targeting to the appropriate sub-region of the cell where the therapeutic package can be localized, and potentially control of that therapeutic process through feedback systems using molecular biosensors. This paper describes a bionanoengineering design process in which sophisticated nanomedical platform systems can be designed for diagnosis and treatment of disease. The feasibility of most of these subsystems has been demonstrated, but the full integration of these interacting sub-components remains a challenge for the field. Specific examples of sub-components developed for specific applications are described.